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1. Answer the following questions-

a. Let

(2 X 4= 8)

A = {1, 2, 3}

R = {(1, 1), (2, 2), (3, 3), (1, 2), (2, 3)}
Show that R is reflexive but neither symmetric nor transitive.
R
b. Let S be a set having 4 elements. How many binary operations can be defined on S?
4

S

c. In how many way can we draw a king or a queen from a pack of cards ?

d. Give an example of a Boolean Algebra that has infinite number of elements.

2. Answer the following questions-

a. Let

f : IN x IN, f(a, b) = 3a 4b, (a, b) Î IN x IN

Examine if f is (i) one-one, (ii) onto.
f (i)
(ii)
b. Prove that a ring R is commutative if and only if
R
(a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2, for all a, b Î R
c. Show that a group of prime order is simple.

d. Let (b, +, . , /) be a Boolean Algebra, and let a, b, c, d Î B. Prove that
a.c + b.d = (a+b).(b+c).(c+d).(d+a)

(3 X 4= 12)

(b, +, . , /)
a.c + b.d = (a+b).(b+c).(c+d).(d+a)
3. Answer the following questions-

(5 X 2= 10)

a. Prove, using combinational argument, that
C(2n, 2) = 2 C (n, 2) + n2

C(2n, 2) = 2 C (n, 2) + n2
b. Let R be a commutative ring with unity and is without zero divisors. Show that the
only idempotent elements are the zero element and the unity element.
R

4. Answer the following questions(10 X 2= 20)
a. Let Z be the set of integers, We define (+) and (.) on Z as follows
Z
Z
(+)
(.)
a (+) b = a + b – 1,
a (.) b = a + b – ab, for all a, b Î Z
Examine Z is a commutative ring with unity under (+), ( .).
(+)

(.)

b. Consider the vector space R 3 R under componentwise addition and
componentwise scalar multiplication.
Examine if the set 1,2,1 , 2,1,0 , 1,-1,2 is a basis of R 3 R .

R3 R

1,2,1 , 2,1,0 , 1,-1,2

R3 R

Assignment Guidelines
A.

Guidelines to Co-ordinators:
1.
Assignments are parts of teaching-learning process and compulsory.
2.
The spirit behind this is to help learners to understand the subject and prepare
themselves better for the term-end examination.
3.
Assignment responses are to be evaluated and feedback are required to
becommunicated to the learners, by giving back the assignments with evaluators
comments.Such assignments are to be collected at the time of issuing admit cards
and be stored in the centre’s office till the end of next semester.
4.
Assignment marks are to be sent to the Controller of Examinations as soon as the

B.

examination routines are published.
5.
Keeping the above points in mind Co-ordinators will fix the time/date of submission
of assignments by the learners as may be convenient to follow the guidelines in
true spirits.
Guidelines to learners :
1.
As soon as the SLMs are received the learners will write the assignments in their
own handwriting (assignment quiestions may be downloaded from the website, if
necessary) to be submitted to Co-ordinators as per the dates fixed for the
purpose.Timely submission of assignments at the Study Centres will help in quick
processing of results of respective learners. Otherwise this will create unnecessary delay in declaration of results.
2.
Writing of assignment ( work ) and submission of the same in time iscompulsory.
Registrar

N.B. The learners will have to collect receipt after submitting the assignment with the signature
and seal of the collector of study centre and will have to keep with him/her till the declaration of
result.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Receipt :
Received the assignment from Mr/Ms …………………………………………….Enrollment
number ………………………of 2nd semester (Mathematics) (2020) on ………………2020.
Date:

Signature of collector with seal
*** ***** ***

